
APARTAMENTO ÚLTIMA PLANTA 3 DORMITORIOS 2 
BAÑOS IN LA CALA DE MIJAS

 La Cala de Mijas

REF# V4627435 995.000 €

DORM.

3

BAÑOS

2

CONS.

139 m²

TERRACE

52 m²

This penthouse in La Cala de Mijas is a dream come true for anyone who wants to live in a luxurious and 
modern home with a fantastic view of La Noria Golf Course and the Mediterranean Sea. The apartment has 
a large terrace that gives you the opportunity to enjoy a spectacular sunrise and a fantastic view of the hills 
and the sea. With three large bedrooms, two bathrooms and a guest toilet, this apartment is perfect for 
families who want to live in a spacious and comfortable home.

The apartment is the only one in the building that has two parking spaces, and there is a lift in the building 
for easy access to the apartment. The complex consists of just 32 apartments, and there are fully functional 
common areas that include exclusive swimming pools for Navigolf residents.

Navigolf is a perfectly established residential area with an ideal location where you can relax and enjoy the 
dream environment within a few minutes of the beach with spectacular views of the Mediterranean and 
unique views of La Noria Golf Course which is on the other side of the road. When you put on your shoes, 
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you are on the beach in La Cala in approx. 15 minutes. This is a unique opportunity to live life in one of the 
most desirable areas on the Malaga coast.
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